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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given the log entry:
011f0005:3: HTTP header (32800) exceeded maximum allowed size
of 32768 (Client sidE. vip=/Common/ VS_web profile=http
pool=/Common/POOL_web client_ip=10.0.0.1)
Which HTTP profile setting can be modified temporarily to
resolve the issue?
A. Decrease Maximum Requests
B. Increase Maximum Header Count

C. Decrease
D. Decrease
E. Increase
F. Increase
Answer: E
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NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company has a hybrid solution for development and
production. You have an Azure virtual network that includes the
following subnets:
You synchronize an on-premises Active Directory farm by using
Azure Active Directory Connect.
Employees sign in to company facing Web Apps with their
on-premises active directory passwords.
You need to allow traffic to RESTful services that require it.
Which Azure service should you implement?
A. Active Directory
B. Active Directory Federation Services
C. Network Security Groups
D. Security Center
E. Windows Server Firewall
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An information security officer is responsible for one secure
network and one office network. Recent intelligence suggests
there is an opportunity for attackers to gain access to the
secure network due to similar login credentials across
networks. To determine the users who should change their
information, the information security officer uses a tool to
scan a file with hashed values on both networks and receives
the following data:
Which of the following tools was used to gather this
information from the hashed values in the file?
A. Vulnerability scanner
B. Password cracker
C. MD5 generator
D. Protocol analyzer
E. Fuzzer
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following classes should be extended to create a
custom view?
A. ViewGroup

B. Activity
C. View
D. Context
Answer: C
Explanation:
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